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Assembly Instructions
Suitable for CA20P5 and CA20P9

Please read the instructions carefully before starting work and 
retain for future reference.
Always turn off the mains supply at the consumer unit, shut off 
the Circuit breaker or remove the circuit fuse before commencing
installation.

This fixture should only be installed by a qualified electrician.
This fixture is suitable for indoor use only.

1. Place the crystal and metal central column (A) onto the 
exposed thread (B) on the top of the main lamp assembly. 
(C) Pull the cable (D) and tighten the metal column (A) 
carefully onto the main assembly taking care not to damage 
the Cable (D). Attach bottom decorative crystal (E) in the 
same way to the bottom exposed thread)

2. Determine the amount of chain needed and shorten the 
chain using chain pliers being careful not to scratch the 
finish.  Double check that the drop is correct before 
trimming the cable ensuring there is an adequate excess 
to allow for wiring and that the cable is not strained. 
Thread the cable loosely through the chain (every 3 or 4 
links) and finally through the top metal hook (F). 
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Wall plug3. Attach the ceiling plate to the ceiling using appropriate 
wall plugs and screws. If screws are provided ensure they are 
suitable for your ceiling construction, if in doubt purchase 
new screws and wall plugs.

Ensure there is an adequate void to complete the wiring in 
the ceiling. Mark the ceiling and ensuring you do not hit any 
wires, drill and screw the ceiling plate to the ceiling. Ensure 
this plate is well secured to the ceiling and the ceiling is 
strong enough to support this product.

4. Make sure the locking ring, large hook and ceiling rose are 

Carefully thread the cable through the chain , locking ring, 
ceiling rose and large hook, then through the threaded rod. 

fully supported whilst wiring to ensure the cable is not 
strained or damaged.
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- Using a connector block, or similar (not provided), connect the following 
cables

 (green&yellow) from the mains supply.

 (blue or black) from the mains supply.

 (red or brown) from the mains supply.

Before proceeding please ensure:
 - That the insulation goes right up to terminal
 - That no bare wire is showing. 
 - All terminal screws are fully tightened and each wire is secure.
 - Only the Yellow/Green Earth wire should be on the outside of the  
 insulation box

Close the insulation box and ensure that there are no single insulated wires 
exposed outside the insulation box.

over the large hook, secure with the locking ring. Ensure that the threaded 
rod is secure in the large hook. 
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6. Your chandelier is supplied with two sets of sleeves, the short sleeve 
enables the use of the shade ring to accomodate soft shades (sold 
seperately) and the long sleeve is to be used with ‘bare bulbs’. These can 
easily be swapped by removing the shade ring.

Finally add the bobeche trim to each bobeche.

Insert the correct bulbs as marked on the bulb holders (No greater than 

If the external flexible cable or cord of this Luminaire is damaged it should be exclusively replaced by the 
manufacturer or his service agent or a similar qualified person.

Suitable for indoor use only.
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